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HIIICHH A.B. H AJ>. 
Boru.mac ~HalJ.IIOHHlile nonpa.111CH JC npo~eccaM 
HH3mero nop~Ka 8 CTaH,AaprHoii MOAeJIH 

E2-92-89 

Pa311HTa cxeMa BY'IHCJJeHHJI JiorapH<l,MH'ICCKH-ooJlbWHX ~HalJ,IIOHH.blX 
nonpasoK ( pn) JC ce11ea1U1M npo~eccoa CTa~apreoa MOAeJIH (CM) B 6opHoB-
CKOM npHMH;'lteHHH. Boni.mue BeJIH'IHH.bl pn o6Hapy:lKeH.1i1 AJIY 
+ - + -

e e ➔ w w ' zz, Zy KaK AJIJI DOJIH.blX, TaK H AJIJI AH<txl>epeHI\HaJibHhlX 
ce11eHHii, TOrA3 KaK OHH OTCyTCTBYIO'f AJIJI yy-CTOJIKHOBeHHH. 3'J'O o6yCJiaBJIBBa-

eT «HeMOHOXpoMaTH'IHOCTb» e± -ny'IKOB Ha JieDTOHHhlX KOJIJlaitAepax , aHaJIO
rH'IHYIO HeMOHOXJ)OM3TH'IHOCTH y-ny11KOB, o6paayeM.blX Jia3epHOH 
KOHBepcHeii. 

Pa6oTa BhlDOJIHeaa B Jla6oparopuu TeopeTH'ICCKOH <l,H3HKH OHSU1. 

IlpenpMHT 06i.eA)IHeHHOl'O MHCTMT)'Ta YAepHblX HCCJJeAOBAHMA. )fy6Ha 1992 

lvkin A.V. et al. 
Large Radiative Corrections to the Lowest-Order Processes 
in Standard Model 

E2-92-89 

A scheme of calculation of logarithmically large radiations corrections (RC) 
to Born processes in the frame of the Standard Model (SM) for high energies is 

+ - + -developed. Large values of RC are revealed fore e ➔ W W , ZZ, Zy both 
in the total cross-sections and in the differential ones, whereas they are absent 
in yy--collisions. This fact results in the effect of «nonmonochromatism» of 

e±-beams at lepton colliders with fixed energies higher than ..fs > 500 GeV, 
which is analogous to nonmonochromatism of y--beams produced by laser 
conversion. 

The investigatioin has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 



Production of gauge bosons W, Z in e + e - -. ye-and ;,,,-collisions at high 
energies is studied without difficulties. In addition, it is an important test for 
Standard Model as well as beyond it. The future accelerators (LEP2, VLEPP ....:. 
Protvino) with the energies vs = 200 and 2000 GeV will provide us opportunity 
for perforinance of precision measurements of SM parameters. Due to this, the 
problem of RC in SM is actual and is discussed already for a recent time [ 1 ]. 

We have developed a simple technique [2] for extraction of logarithmically . 
large RC, which was originally applied to electroweak interactions in [3] and is 
based on renormaiization group formalism of quantum field theory. widely used 
in QCD [ 4 ]- [ 6 ]. This approached is developed independently by other groitps 
too [7 ]-[12 ]. 

The main idea consists in consideration of the real and virtual electrons, 
positrons, photons, emitted by an incident particle A, as partons, and the taking 
into. account of RC is reduced to calculation of a parton function; or structure 
one, D A->a<x, s), meaning the probability to find a parton a with the mo- . 

0 men tum fraction x and with the momentum squared up to sin "the parent''.A~ If 
we restrict ourselves by leading logarithmic contributions. we may use the 
A}tarelli - Parizi..:.... Lipatov equations [4 ]-[6 i'in order to define D(x;s). · 

. Thus. the proposed technique pretends to description of only the 
logarithmically large RC contributions, although in this case the accuracy of the 
order of a few per cents can be achieved. 

Now we shall eut down the differential cross-sectio~ for the process 
A + B ➔ C + Din terms of ~rtons [2 ]: 

dc/1+B->C+D . . 
dQ = }; f dx1dx2dx3dx4DA-~a(xl' s)DB->b(x2, s) 

a,b,c,d. . 

dd'+b->c+d . _ ·. .(1) 

dQ (x1·x2s)D c->c(x2, xi X2s)D d-> D(x 4' xi x2s), 

where da/ dQ is the cross..:section ofa subprocess a + b ➔ c + d, where A, B, a, 
b, are e+e-, y; C, D, c, dare e+,e-, y, w+, W-, Z; vs is the i~itial energy. 
The total cross-section may be obtained with ease of integrating (1) over the 
angles. · 

•Polarizations of the initial and final particles may be involved rather 
. simply [2 ]. 

It should be noted that the contribution from interference between the 
initial and {inal particle radiations is not taken. into account in the given above 
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expression. We shall show that in the one-loop approximation there is no 
logarithmically large RC from heavy final particles. w± do not contain 
logarithmically large terms too. 

We introduce, for convenience, the following convolutions [2] 

- !!Y.. ~ 1 ( ) 'P;/X, s) - { y D A->i(y, s)DB->j y' s . (2) 

Put down the following expressions for the SM lowest-order processes: 
+ - + - . 1. e e ➔ W W , ZZ 

dife➔ WW dife➔ WW 
~ (s) = f dx1dx2De->e<x1, s)f¼➔e<x2 , s) dQ (sx1x2)x(sx1x2) ;= 

I p d;ee➔ WW (3) 

= p {, dxipee(f P)x(sx) dQ (sx), 

where x = x 1x,JJ,P = s/(4~1-:V),P = (2al:rcl~L- l) and L = lnslm; is large 

value. Factorx(s) = (a~)) = (1 - ~L) takes into account the "move" of 

coupling constant in subprocess cross section. 
2. ye ➔ Ze 

ddYe➔ W1• dd'e➔ Wv 
~ (s) = J dxDe->e<x, s) dQ (sx), (4) 

3.ye ➔ Ze 
ddYe->Ze /d-i'➔Ze 
~ (s) = f dx1dx3De->e<x1s)De->/x3, x 1s) dQ (x, s), (5) 

4. ee ➔ Zy 
dife->zr 1 P (x ) d';ee->zr 

--(s) - -f dxm - R ---(x) dQ - p r ee p' P dQ 
. I 

(6) 

5.yy ➔ WW 
daY>'->WW doV->WW 

dQ (s) = dQ (s) + • •. 7 
1e➔ww · · < > 

f 
~. 

+ dx1dx2Dy->e(x1, s)Dr➔e<x2 , s)x(sx1) dQ (sx1x2)x(sx2). 

We specially have written the expression (3) in the form of.convolution, 
where 'P ee(x) plays the role of lepton beam nonmonochromatism, like for the 

process 5, where cross-section is to be convoluted with the function of photon 
beam nonmonochromatism [ 14 ). 

To find structure functions, we shall take the Altareli - Parizi - Lipatov 
equations: 

t'H>\tlll,tl(lltiL/1 :1:-;.~·,;;:-rn , 
J 

. ! 
"""' " - ~,.,, -~;r-• t,.f➔ C~ :1~;M n.~.,9 , . .'.~-. ··:1:-·:·J ,.~ \ 

5MSJth..J1 :::.hr\ , _.,..__...,..., -~ 



• L ~ I d (X) (X)] . D(x,{3) = o(l - x) + ! . br {7 [D(y,{31)~ y + G(y,{3,)~ y ; 

~(x, /3) = !. di;lt) ! 7. [ D(y, /3,)~ ( ;) + G(y, /3,)~ ( ;) ] ; (8) 

2 L dta(t) 
G(x, {3) :== --3 f br G(x, /31) + 

0 

+ ! di;lt) ! 1}[D(y,f31)P~(;) ~ D(y,{31)~(;)]• 

with the following notations: De±➔e±(x, s) = D(x, {3); De±➔e+(x, s) = D(x, {3); 

De- >/x, s) = G(x, {3). 

On solving iteratively the (8), we obtain that with the required accuracy 
(1 % for LEP2 where p ::::: 0.1), the terms up to including {32 are to be kept: 

D(x, /3) = ½ /3 [( I + iP)c• -x/12
-

1 :-½(I +
0 

x)], 

R2 - 1,-, I I . 2 
D(x, /3) = 32 x [-2x(l + x)ln x + il - x)(4 + 7x + 4x )] , (9) 

G(x, /3) = ¼ 1 (I + (I - x)
2
) + i4 {32 [(3 + 4ln(l - x))¼ (I + (1 - x)2) + 

. 2 ] + 2(2 :-- x)lnx + x (1 - x)(2x - 3) . 

or for the appropriate convolution, 

~ eeCx, ~) = /3 [ ( 1 + ¾ /3) (I - xf-
1 

- ½o + x) l (10) 

In fig. 1-6 the total and 
differential cross.,-sections as the 
functions of an initial energy are 
depicted for the processes 1-5, 
with and without taking into ac
count of RC. As you can see, the 
values of RC are large for all 
processes, besides n-w+ W-, 
where RC is practically absent 
in leading log approximation, is 
the exception. For the total 

Fig.I. Dependence of the total cross
sections of two mechanisms of w+ W
production at e + e - · collisions ·from the 
total energy in c.m.s. frame vs. 

a(s), pb e+e- - w+w-
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Fig.2. «Effetive• radiative correction 
(ERC) o(s) dependence on vs for the total 
cross section of the process e + e - ➔ w+ w-. 

cross-sections of the processes 
1-5 the value of RC comprises 
:::::5-7% for LEP2 and :::::15-
20% for vs = 2 TeV. Op to the 
LEP2 energy they are negative, 
then become positive. It is clearly 
observed in figs.2,3 for o(s) de
fined as (we call them "Effective 
radiative corrections" (ERC)) 

a(s) = aBom(s)(l + o(s)) (11) 

and for o(s, Q) defined, in its 
turn, as. 

da( daBorn 
dQ Q = JQ(s)(l + o(s, Q)). (12) 

For differential cross-sections ERC are catastrophically large. For instance, 
for the processes 1 and the scattering angle n/2 they comprise more than 50% 

o(Q, s), % e+e- - w+w- o(Q, s), % e+e- - w+w-

5.0 vs = 200 GeV 
50 

vs= ,1 TeV 
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Fig. 3. a) ERC for o(Q, s) for differential cross section e + e- ➔ w+ w-. as a function of angle 0 
between the w- and e- moriienta as vs = 200 Ge V. b) The o(Q, s) · for e + e - ➔ w+ w- angular 
dependence for . vs = I Te V • 
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o(s), % e+e- ➔ ZZ 

-------------- .. ·. 

vs, GeV 
500 1000 1500 2000 

Fig.4.ERC J(s) for the total cross section of the 
two Z production process e + e - ➔ ZZ. 

o(s), % ey ➔ Wv 

-I 

vs, GeV 
500 1000 1500 2000 

Fig.5. ERC-energy dependence for the single W 
production in the process ye ➔ Wv. 

(see fig.2). It is explained by the fact that differential cross-sections are 
concentrated, practically, in the forward directions and fall very sharply beyond it. 

We would like to note one interesting fact. If an experiment, by any reason, 
has cutoffs, then, generally speaking, arises the problem of the taking into 
account of other contribution for which final· particles are not observed 
(excepting WW-production in the 
reaction ee ➔ WW). So, when o(s), % ey ➔ ze 
considering W-pair production in 
ee-collisions, we arc to take into 
account also, for instance, the 
process ee ➔ WW , ee, which 
comes about via the transitions 
ee ➔ yyee ➔ WW ee and the final 
leptons are not caught by 
detectors. Now the expression (3) 
is to be supplemented by the 
contribution from yy ➔ WW 

Fig.6. ERC-energy dependence for the single 
Z production in the process ye ➔ Ze. 
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Fig.8. The lowest order diagrams which. produce 
large RC: real and virtual photons emission by 
initial leptons. 

Fig.7. Dependence of structure function 
D

0
(x,P) on x rorp ;= 0.124 (vs== 200 GeV) 

(solid line). Dashed line shows the depend..'. 
ence on x = wl E of the probability of 
backward Compton scattering of lazer beam 
on electron beam with energy e. 
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dc/e➔WW 
~(s)= f dx1 dx2De➔/x1 ,s)X (13) 

ddT➔ww • 
x ~➔/x2 , s) dQ (x1x2s) 

which turns out to be dominant at vs== I- 2 TcV and comprises== 2.7 pb, 
whereas the expression (3) gives == 0.9 pb.at this energy. Thus, under such 
observational conditions a lepton collider transforms into a photon one! The· 
same situation may occur for the rest processes. 

The quantity cp ee plays just the same role of "nonmonochromatism" as 

that one for the real photon beams occuring as a result of laser conversion ( 14 ). 

?(: ><((5<Jx( ) 
a) b) c) 

Fig. 9. Initial particles radiation-final particle radiation interference diagrams: block-scheme, 
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Fig.IO. Diagrams of Fig. 9 in t'Hooft - Feynmann gauge. 

In fig. 7, for comparison, cp ee together with the factor of real 

nonmonochromatism, taken from [14 ], are given. 
Thus, we go to the discussion of RC, related to final heavy particles, w±, 

and its interference with the initial ones. Let us discuss in detail the process 
ee ➔ WW. The Feynman diagrams in the one-loop approximations (its total 
number is = 200), involved in (3), which describe virtual corrections and take 
into account real photon radiation as well, are depicted in fig.8. 

The diagrams in which a lepton and a W-boson as well as the final WW
bosons exchange a virtual photon, and, besides; interference of the amplitudes 
of real photon radiation by leptons and W-bosons is considered, as in fig.9, are 
not taken into account in (3). We shall show that its contribution does not 
contain large logarithms 1: = ln(s/ m;). It is numerically small and can be taken 

into account by the so-called K-factor. The contributions of the diagrams in 
which a virtual photon does not interact with leptons (figs.9b) as well as ones 
referred to the squared amplitude of real photon radiation by W-bosons are also 
finite in the limit me ➔ 0 and can be introduced into the K-factor. 

The assertion on absence of the contribution of the diagrams like those, 
depicted in fig.9, to a total cross-section is evident. Really, interference between 
the Born amplitude and the amplitudes of fig.9c is an odd function of cos0 = c, 
0 = p_~q_ and, on integrating, it gives zero. As for the differential cross-

sections, the situation, in large, has common with that for the process 
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+ 

Fig.I I. One-loop diagrams of initial-final virtual photon radiation in t'Hooft - Feynmann gauge. 

e + e - ➔ µ + µ ~, where the taking into account of the box diagrams, like in fig.9c, 
forces the occurrence of charge-odd asymmetry for the quantity -' 

A(0) = da(0) - da(n - 0) 
da(0) + da(n - 0)' 

which dies not· ~~~tain ln(s/ m;). This fact can be illustrate~ in the lowest <Jrder 

of PT. The soft }'.eal photon radiation, depicted in fig.IO, can be calculated and 
gives the well-:kriown result: -1 

• 
·"'; . , 

~~ft .a Afe d3k ( __ P+ . p~ l-( q+ . q_) da ---=-- - ---- --- da -
;.,_2 w p k p k q k - q k o 

.,&,,/~ 0 - + - + -
' - , " 

(14) 

= 4a [ In ( 2~e) In 1 + /3
2 

- 2{3c + 0(1)] da , 
_ n ). • 1 + p2 + 2{3c . _ o 

whereJ._is the photon:'mass''., f3 is W-boson vel~ity in c.m.s. ·' 
The hard photon radiation d~ard can be taken into account, in the leading 

logarithm approximation, using the replacement ln(2ae/J.) ➔ ln(e/J.). 
Finally, the parameter ). will be dropped when considering the virtual 

corrections, for which a logarithmic contribution comes about from the region of 
"soft" virtualities ( I k2 j < m~, see fig.I I): 
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davirt = 4a [In~ In 1 + P
2 

- 2{3c + 0(1)] da . (15) 
n e 1 + p2 + 2{3c . o 

The virtual photon contribution to the interference between the initial and 
final particles radiations gives the logarithmically large contribution (15). 

The net contribution dasoft + dahard + davirt is finite at .me ➔ 0 
In the conclusion, we would like to stress once more that a simple technique 

for consideration of logarithmically large RC in the lowest-order processes of 
SM is proposed and grounded by one-loop calculations here. Unexpectedly 
large values of RC contributions to the processes ee ➔ WW, ZZ,Zy; ye ➔ Ze 
are revealed. However, RC is practically absent in the processes yy ➔ w+w-, 
ye ➔ w-v. Large values ofRC in differential cross-sections are explained by 
catastrophically rapid falls of the tatters beyond the region of forward and 
backward scattering. 
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